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The partial differential equation
= MV
aXlaX2... aXn
was discussed by Bianchi' with the aid of the methods of Riemann and
Picard. The results were extended to a more general equation which
was also studied by Niccoletti.2 The original equation, for a constant
value of M, was studied later by Sibirani3 in connection with a generaliza-
tion of the Bessel function and some partial differential equations were
listed which could be solved with the aid of this function. The case in
which M is constant has also been studied by Chaundy4 who gives some
solutions in the form of definite integrals which we wish to obtain here
with the aid of Murphy's theorem.
Putting M = we write z = 14+ 12 + ... I",where 11 = log xi, k =
log X2, ... In = log x". The differentiat equation is then satisfied by V =
F(z) if
D'F = ezF (1)
where D denotes the operator d/dz. The general solution of (1) may be
written in the form6
n-1 ZS
s!=ZU (z) (2)
where Uo, U,, U2, ... Us, are functions which satisfy the equations
(D + E)"Un s = ZUn,s (s = 1, 2, ... n) (3)
E being an operator such that E Un- p = Un- p + 1 and Us being defined
to be zero when s 2 n. The equation for Us,_ is
Dn Un_
-, es Un-j1(4)
and we may write
un- = C.1[l + + F2Z)n + ] - En(e) (5)
where c"- is an arbitrary constant and E"(x) is Chaundy's notation fot
the function which Sibirani denotes by the symbol Lo,,(nx), his definition
of LP,k (x) being as follows:
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Ly,k(x) = k(l)s (xy'+sk (6)
s3 s!r(( + s + 1)r(2 + s + 1) ...r(kv - v+ s + 1)
The equation for U,-2 is
DnU,.2 + nD" 'U,, e1= U_2
and it is readily seen that
Un
-2 = Cn-2E11(es))- nc_ [j n + (i + 2) ( + + 2 + 3) (3)n
+ ..(7)
where C, -2 is another arbitrary constant. The functions U,,3, U,,-4...
may be found step by step and Uo will involve n arbitrary.constants.





in which H2 is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s in 11, 14, .i. . It
is readily seen that the partial differential equation will be satisfied if
D"H$,~~ ~=-()p" p01, ... n- 1
where the operators, D1, D2, D3, ... are defined by the equations
Di= E r s
62
D2 = E lbis r 5x s
D3 = i iX4l4?li r s=t
and H11 is supposed to be zero when q is negative. From these equations
it follows that the polynomials Hp all satisfy the system of partial differ-
ential equations
DmH DM'H m =l, 2, ... n- 1.
(IS) ()111.
When n = 3 there is just one equation
62H 62H b2H 62H 62H 62H
a+ a +2 62 = al26 64 all. 64612
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and the general solution is
H = F(1+ + l3, 11 + W4 + w213) + G(11 + 4 + 18, 11 +co'4 + wl8)
where F and C are arbitrary functions of their arguments and 1 + co + c2 =
0.
The natural generalization of this for an arbitrary value of n is
H = EF5(z,(1 + cr4 + c213 + On-. I
where a is a primitive root of the equation x" = 1 and the summation
extends over all the primitive roots. This form of solution is particularly
useful because when H. -1 has been expressed in this form the corresponding
expression for H"_- - is
bmF,
The most interesting type of logarithmic solution of the partial differential
equation is
V = En(e) log .
This solution may be generalized by writing xp - up(t) in place of xp.
Multiplying by f(t), where f(t) is an arbitrary analytic function and inte-
grating round a contour enclosing just one root of xl = ul(t1) and just one
root of x2 = u2(12), we have the solution




= j f(t)dt El$
by Murphy's theorem.6 When n = 3 this result may be used to obtain
Chaundy's solutions and many others.
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